Solution brief

ALM and liquidity
risk on big data
Improve compliance, increase
the quality of analysis and
lower cost of ownership

Highlights
––
––
––
––
––
––

Designed for satisfying new demands

Meet regulatory requirements
Improve performance
Lower cost of ownership
Enhance the quality of analysis
Provide comprehensive analytics
Implement interactive reporting for
better business insights

To keep pace with expanding regulations, tightening budgets
and the need for more insightful information management,
banks are trying to squeeze more from their asset liability
management (ALM) and liquidity risk systems. And many
banks have found legacy systems aren’t designed to meet
current demands.
To address the latest challenges of ALM and liquidity
risk, managers require a next-generation risk system,
designed with business-driven interfaces, and built on highperformance analytical engines that deliver uncompromising,
comprehensive results. IBM has developed a new solution
capable of efficiently and effectively modeling the dynamic
nature of balance sheet risks, liquidity holdings and hedging
strategies, delivering a more sophisticated level of analysis.
Built upon the latest IBM® Algo One® Big Data Foundation,
the solution scales ALM and liquidity risk analysis on low-cost
commodity hardware, enabling banks to tackle the real dayto-day challenges of balance sheet optimization. With open
web-based interfaces, more team members will have access
to the insights they need for improving liquidity management,
optimizing funding approaches and developing more effective
hedging strategies.

Higher performance and lower cost
Big data analysis runs on less expensive hardware, delivering
faster results that are easier for IT teams to maintain,
thereby reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO) without
compromising on performance.
In any application where the complexity and frequency
of queries are expected to increase, relational databases
are likely to be increasingly slow to respond and costly
to scale. Big data technologies are designed to scale
efficiently, and can be used to dramatically change current
risk management approaches. By bringing the calculations
to the data, big data can efficiently coordinate distributed
analysis and eliminate the need for pooling. The lack of data
movement avoids what is a very sluggish analytical step,
when using relational databases. By taking the big data
approach, an IBM client ran more than six million unpooled
positions in under 20 minutes, which would have taken days
to run on their legacy system.
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Comprehensive analytics coverage

Realistic balance sheet
projections through time
and across scenarios

Supports regulatory
reporting of Basel,
EBA, Fed for IRRBB
and stress testing

Stress
testing

Funds transfer
pricing and capital
ratio projections per
ICAAP of IRRBB

NII
budgeting

Risk
analytics

ALM and
liquidity risk

Capital
planning

Non-traded market
risk, gap risk, basis
risk, optionality,
CSRBB, P&L

Financial
model

Liquidity
analytics

ALM reporting,
including NII, EVE,
EaR, VaR and
hedge accoutning

Liquidity assessments
per regulatory requirements
(LCR, NSFR, Fed 2052a, ILAAP)

Financial firms need a
system that can efficiently
deliver more comprehensive
ALM and liquidity risk
management capabilities.

Handle high banking volumes
without compromising quality
Every day managers, who must effectively balance risk and
reward, depend on the quality of their analytics to make
confident decisions and reliably explain their approach.
When the limitations of relational databases force managers
to pool the number of records used for analysis, accuracy
is compromised. With big data approaches, managers can
efficiently run their analysis on the full record set — tens
of millions of records — preserving full data lineage and
enabling granular drilldown into results when needed.
Preserving the full granularity also allows banks to reliably
pass outputs on to other accounting, capital, or risk systems
for further analysis into new opportunities and trade-offs.
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Algo One ALM and liquidity risk on big data provides extensive
customer and treasury product coverage with hundreds of
underlying products.
Economic valuation uses static cash flow discounting,
closed form pricing models, lattice-based models and
stochastic pricing models. For structured mortgage-backed
and asset-backed securities, Intex and Andrew Davidson
cash flow models are supported.
The solutions provide numerous ALM analytics, including
gap analysis, discounted gaps with cash flow slotting for BCBS
368, NII, EaR, EVE, VaR, FTP, hedge accounting, CSRBB and
expected credit losses. Liquidity analytics include cash flow
projection, liquid asset modeling, secured financing and
haircuts/liquidation schedules.
The solution uses a full multi-tenor, multi-currency
approach for full balance sheet simulation.

Designed for ease of use
with browser-based interfaces
Algo One ALM and liquidity risk on big data provides an extremely
intuitive browser-based interface for parameterizing and running
the solution. This interface brings configuration of product and
market data, scenarios, banking book assumptions and outputs
into the hands of the business user.

Reliable ad hoc analysis
The solution provides native sandboxing capabilities for
business users to prototype new models of business as
usual and respond to ad hoc requests from management or
regulators. Users can create new sandboxes by copying and
adjusting existing data sets and attaching these to new runs
that will not impact production processes.

Algo One ALM and liquidity
risk on big data allows
users to more easily and
dynamically model balance
sheet projections.

Dynamic behavioral models
and balance sheet planning
The solution provides clients with powerful tools for
modeling client behavior and evaluating the health of their
balance sheet.
Clients can configure prepayments, non-contractual
maturity products, term deposit early withdrawal, pipeline
risk, client rate models, runoff and expected losses and assign
these assumptions to underlying data. These behaviors can
depend upon underlying market or macroeconomic factors.
The dynamic planning model includes preconfigured
models designed to easily apply future volume assumptions
and templates and spreads for these products.
The solution is extremely extensible, allowing clients to use
user-defined expressions, Python code and C++ for incorporating
virtually any proprietary behavioral and planning models.
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Algo One ALM and liquidity
risk on big data provides
powerful and extendible
behavioral models.

Powerful scenario analysis
Algo One ALM and liquidity risk on big data supports
comprehensive scenario analysis and stress testing. Any risk
factor in the system can be stressed, including interest rate
curves, basis spreads, forex (FX), behavioral assumptions,
haircuts, credit spreads, volatilities, inflation
and macroeconomic variables.
Historical and stochastic scenarios are generated by
the dedicated scenario engine for EaR and VaR calculations.
This method provides multiple models, including normal
and lognormal models, and can parametrize VCV matrices
and stochastic parameters from time series data.

Flexible and fast reporting
With regulators expecting intraday monitoring of the balance
sheet, improving ALM and liquidity risk reporting is a top
priority for many banks. Big data technologies support this
need — reporting queries are coordinated and performed
through big data components like Hive with “schema-on-read”
features. These features interact with all risk engine inputs,
outputs and log files stored in the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS). The flexible and fast approaches of big
data enabled an IBM client to report on more than four
billion cash flows in less than 60 seconds without caching.
Firms can choose their reporting visualizations from several
options, including IBM Algo Workspace Analyzer, IBM Cognos®
Analytics or third-party business intelligence tools.

The IBM Algo Workspace Analyzer ALM and Liquidity Risk
Reporting add-on aggregates and reports ALM and liquidity
risk measures, for example, NII, EVE and liquidity ratios, on
an end-of-day or intraday basis. Users are provided with a
predefined set of starter reports covering the fundamentals
of ALM and liquidity. These reports can be extended using the
powerful report designer for client-specific reporting. Algo
Workspace Analyzer uses highly scalable infrastructure that
allows users to interactively drill down within their reports and
make period-on-period comparisons to understand and have
confidence in their risk numbers. Algo Workspace Analyzer
also reads from big data technology, providing easy integration
with IBM Algo One Big Data ALM and IBM Algo One Big Data
Liquidity Risk.

Simplified regulatory compliance
The solution supports banks in complying with multiple
regulations, including Basel III liquidity coverage ratios (LCR),
NSFR and ALMM, Fed 2052a, ILAAP and BCBS/EBA IRRBB.
Clients can use the solution to support stress testing, particularly
the credit loss adjusted net income, for EBA, CCAR, federal or
local regulations.

Algo One big data ALM
and liquidity risk enables
flexible and fast reporting.
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Meet BCBS 368 IRRBB requirements
With its comprehensive product coverage and risk models
library, the solution covers all risk subtypes of IRRBB:
Gap risk: Position-level cash flow models allow
determination of interest rate gap profiles with daily accuracy,
distinguishing fixed and floating interest cash flows from
principal cash flows, spread components, and alterations
due to inclusion of behavioral assumptions, as well as fully
customizable gap buckets.
Basis risk: The solution allows the definition of valuation
curve hierarchies with any number of IR curves and spread
curves per currency.
Option risk: Product coverage includes a comprehensive
list of derivative options for automatic option risk modelling.
Clients can configure dynamic prepayments, term deposit early
withdrawal, pipeline risk, client rate models, non-contractual
maturity products and expected losses.
Credit spread risk (CSRBB): Term-dependent credit
spread risk factors can be expressed based on currencies,
industry sectors, counterparty and issuer rating, including
calibration to market pricing.
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The solution covers full modelling of both NII and
EVE risk analytics, including runoff, constant and dynamic
balance sheet views. With big data technology, analysis
can be performed per transaction and support full balance
sheet granularity and drill through. Besides the standardized
shocks, any risk factor can be separately shocked within
client-specific scenarios based on deterministic shocks or
correlated through historic time series or stochastic models.
The standardized approach for EVE is supported, including
prescribed scenarios; product standardization, both cash
flow slotting methods; segregation of automatic interest
rate options; and generation of the final aggregated EVE
risk measure.

About IBM Watson® Financial Services

Comprehensive management
of data and batch workflows
To help banks meet the growing demand for more frequent
weekly and daily runs of ALM and liquidity risk analytics,
the solution supports automated processing of batch runs.
These batch runs are highly configurable with comprehensive
data management and batch processing tools.
To help ensure best-in-class performance, the solution
applies native big data technologies, which enabled an IBM
client to load 200 million rows of data in four minutes.
IT departments can reliably construct batch streams,
monitor run performance and review log files. A security layer
is provided for managing access and setting permissions for
running processes.

IBM is working with organizations across the financial
services industry to use IBM Cloud, cognitive, big data,
RegTech and blockchain technology to address their
business challenges. Watson Financial Services merges
the cognitive capabilities of Watson™ and the expertise of
Promontory Financial Group to help risk and compliance
professionals make better informed decisions to manage
risk and compliance processes. These processes range
from regulatory change management to specific compliance
processes, such as anti-money laundering, know your
customer, conduct surveillance and stress testing.

For more information
To learn more about IBM financial risk and regulatory
compliance solutions, visit ibm.com/RegTech, follow us on
Twitter @IBMFintech or contact your IBM sales representative.

Algo One ALM and liquidity
risk on big data allows IT
departments to analyze and
enhance batch workflows.
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